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Abstract  Dimensions of interpersonal relationships, such as attentiveness, directiveness, and presumptuousness, have typically been assessed through impressionistic ratings or by aggregate scores derived from coding of specific (e.g., verbal) behaviors. However, the meanings of these dimensions rest on the interpersonal microrelationships that are actually observed by the raters or coders. In this qualitative study, the way these global relationship qualities were built from microrelationships at the utterance level was examined in passages from one medical interaction. Applications of microrelationships to future communications research are suggested.
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1. Introduction

Each utterance of a verbal interaction may be considered a microrelationship – one unit of the verbal component of the relationship of a speaker to an other. Broader interpersonal dimensions such as dominance, deference, or affiliation are constructed from sequences of relational acts, including, though not restricted to, speech acts. Thus, understanding the microrelationships embodied in single utterances may illuminate the broader dimensions of relationships.

The Verbal Response Mode (VRM) coding system[1] is a general-purpose taxonomy of speech acts that classifies each utterance in verbal interactions (in the VRM system, an utterance is defined as a simple sentence; independent clause; nonrestrictive dependent clause; multiple predicate; or term of acknowledgment, evaluation, or address). In contrast to most other speech act coding systems, it is grounded in a theoretical formulation that specifies dimensions of interpersonal relationships. Its conceptual framework systematizes measurement and conceptual issues addressed in other microanalytic approaches such as conversational analysis, linking these with more molar psychological and psychotherapeutic theories[1,2]. Empirically, the VRM coding system has demonstrated applicability in a variety of contexts of interest to communication scholars (see [1], for a review), including professional service encounters such as medical interaction[3-6] and psychotherapy[7,8]; public discourse, such as Presidential speeches[9], labor-management negotiations[10], and radio call-in programs[11]; and a wide variety of ordinary conversations. These studies found systematic relations between verbal utterances and such interpersonal variables as attractiveness[12], gender differences[13], loneliness[14], and anxiety[15].

The present study aimed to elaborate the VRM understanding of the verbal aspect of relationships. Focusing intensively on one medical interview, we examined how the utterance-level microrelationships represented by the VRM codes combined to build the relational dimensions that characterized this patient-physician interaction. We chose a medical interview as the context because characteristic roles enacted by patients and physicians are relatively well known[16-19]. A qualitative examination of the process by which global relationship qualities (macrorelationships empirically defined by the dimensional scores) are built from microrelationships within the utterance-by-utterance interaction may contribute to understanding interpersonal problems more commonly identified at the macrorelationship level (e.g., physician dominance being linked to less patient satisfaction – see [20] for review).

We addressed our basic question – “how did this microrelationship build the macrorelationship?” – by determining how each utterance contributed to the global relational qualities of the interview. We wanted to find out whether the VRM role dimensions, defined in terms of combinations of speech act categories, are consistent with impressionistic descriptions of the physician-patient relationship derived from clinical experience and research[5,21,22].

1.1. Verbal Response Modes as Microrelationships
As a classification of speech acts the VRM taxonomy concerns what people do when they say something rather than the content of what they say[1]. It classifies each utterance in a conversation based on three dichotomous theoretical principles that describe the speaker’s relationship to the other. The three theoretical principles are called source of experience (whether the topic is the speaker’s experience or the other’s experience), frame of reference (whether the experience is viewed from the speaker’s subjective perspective or from a perspective shared with the other, and presumption (whether or not the speaker presumes to know what the other’s experience is, was, will be, or should be). As shown in Table 1, these three forced choices (i.e., speaker vs. other on each principle) place every utterance into one of eight (2 X 2 X 2) mutually exclusive categories, or verbal response modes (VRMs). VRM categories represent a taxonomy of microrelationships; theoretically, each combination of the principles describes a distinct way two people can interact.

For example, as Table 1 shows, a reflection is defined as the speaker expressing the other’s experience using the other’s frame of reference while presuming to know what the other’s experience is. An acknowledgment is defined as a speaker expressing the other’s experience using the other’s frame of reference while not presuming to know what that experience is (hence, acknowledgments are empty of experiential content, e.g., “mm-hm”).

In VRM coding, each utterance is coded twice, once for its grammatical form and once for its pragmatic intent, using the same eight categories for each[1]. Form and intent definitions are shown in Table 1. An utterance that has the same form and intent is called a pure mode. For example, “I have pain when I move my legs” is a pure disclosure (first-person singular form revealing subjective experience), abbreviated DD (see Table 1 for the system of abbreviations). A mixed mode has the form of one mode and the intent of another. For example, “I went to the emergency room last week” has disclosure form (first-person singular) but edification intent (transmits objective information), abbreviated DE. The VRM system measures both the form and intent of each speech act because both of these levels (i.e., what is literally said and what is meant) are important contributors to an interpersonal relationship.

### Table 1. Taxonomy of Verbal Response Modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Experience</th>
<th>Frame of Reference</th>
<th>Presumption</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Intent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Reflection (R)</td>
<td>Second person; verb implies internal experience or volitional action.</td>
<td>Puts other’s experience into words; repetitions, reiterations, clarifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Acknowledgment (K)</td>
<td>Nonlexical or contentless utterances; terms of address or salutation.</td>
<td>Conveys receipt of or receptiveness to other’s communication; simple acceptance, salutations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Interpretation (I)</td>
<td>Second person (“you”); verb implies an attribute or ability of the other; terms of evaluation.</td>
<td>Explains or labels the other; judgments or evaluations of other’s experience or behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Question (Q)</td>
<td>Interrogative, with inverted subject-verb order or interrogative words.</td>
<td>Requests information or guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Confirmation (C)</td>
<td>First person plural (“we”) where referent includes other.</td>
<td>States objective information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Edification (E)</td>
<td>Declarative; third person (e.g., “he,” “she,” “it”).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Advancement (A)</td>
<td>Imperative, or second person with verb of permission, prohibition, or obligation.</td>
<td>Attempts to guide behavior; suggestions, commands, permission, prohibition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Disclosure (D)</td>
<td>Declarative; first person singular (“I”) or first person plural (“we”) where other is not a referent.</td>
<td>Reveals thoughts, feelings, wishes, perceptions, or intentions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Both form and intent of each utterance are coded. Two-letter codes list form first, intent second. For example, “Would you close the window?” is question form with advisement intent (QA).
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Table 2. Constituent Verbal Response Modes of Role Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role Dimension</th>
<th>Constituent Verbal Response Modes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Informativeness</td>
<td>Confirmation (C), Edification (E), Advisement (A), Disclosure (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attentiveness</td>
<td>Reflection (R), Acknowledgment (K), Interpretation (I), Question (Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Directiveness</td>
<td>Interpretation (I), Question (Q), Advisement (A), Disclosure (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquiescence</td>
<td>Reflection (R), Acknowledgment (K), Confirmation (C), Edification (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Presumptuousness</td>
<td>Reflection (R), Interpretation (I), Confirmation (C), Advisement (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassumingness</td>
<td>Acknowledgment (K), Edification (E), Question (Q), Disclosure (D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each role dimension index is the proportion of coded utterances (i.e., ignoring uncodable utterances) that were coded in the designated modes. These indices can be calculated separately for mode form and intent or averaged across form and intent. Role dimensions are arranged in 3 complementary pairs such that Informativeness = 1 - Presumptuousness; Acquiescence = 1 - Directiveness; and Unassumingness = 1 - Presumptuousness.

1.2. Role Dimensions: Combining Microrelationships into Relationship Qualities

Role dimensions, an additional descriptive terminology, are empirically defined as the overall proportion of VRM utterances categorized by three bipolar classification principles. These classification principles are defined as the degree to which the speaker’s relationship with the other is informative vs. attentive, directive vs. acquiescent, or presumptuous vs. unassuming[1]. For a passage of any length, indices of these role dimensions from each speaker toward the other can be calculated as the proportion of the speaker’s coded utterances in the designated modes, as shown in Table 2. For example, informativeness is calculated as the proportion of utterances coded as advisement, disclosure, confirmation, or edification. Conversely, attentiveness is calculated as the proportion coded as interpretation, question, reflection, or acknowledgment – or, equivalently, as 1 minus informativeness (because every coded utterance is either attentive or informative; see Table 2). Thus, informativeness can be understood as the complement of attentiveness. Role dimension indices can be calculated separately for form and intent or averaged across form and intent.

The role dimensions (Table 2) are parallel to the principles of classification (Table 1). Both make the same distinctions, but they do so from two different perspectives. Whereas the principles take an utterance-level coder’s perspective, indicating how to classify a particular utterance, the role dimensions take a passage-level observer’s perspective, describing broader aspects of the interpersonal relationship[1,6,13]. The purpose of this parallel conceptualization is to quantitatively link the more impressionistic observer-level relational dimensions to reliably codeable utterance-level classification.

Attentiveness versus informativeness is based on the source of experience classification principle, which measures the degree to which a speaker’s utterances concern the other’s or the speaker’s experience. Interpersonally, attentiveness has to do with manifest interest in the other, as well as attempts to ensure that the other’s thoughts are expressed and considered in the conversation. Conversely, informativeness has to do with providing information to the other. Empirically, interviewers (e.g., doctors, psychotherapists, courtroom interrogators) are much more attentive than interviewees (e.g., patients, clients, witnesses; see [1] for a review).

Acquiescence versus directiveness is based on the frame of reference classification principle. Interpersonally, acquiescence has to do with acceding to the other’s viewpoint, whereas directiveness measures the degree to which the speaker guides the conversation by using his or her own viewpoint. Empirically, non-directive therapists are much more acquiescent than directive therapists[7], and patients are more acquiescent than doctors[6].

Presumptuousness versus unassumingness is based on the presumption classification principle. Interpersonally, presumptuousness has to do with higher relative status, knowing the other, or assuming that one is important to the other, whereas unassumingness has to do with lower status and deference. Empirically, in mixed-status dyads (e.g., teacher-student, senior-freshman, psychotherapist-client, doctor-patient), the higher-status member is consistently more presumptuous than the lower-status member (see [1], for a review). Perhaps because of its link with relative status, conversations between social equals are marked by extremely close concordance in presumptuousness; that is, interactants seem to track each other’s presumptuousness within very close tolerances [13].

1.3. Measuring Relationship Dimensions with Verbal Response Modes

The VRM coding system considers the form and the intent of each utterance as simultaneously representing one or the other pole on all three of the role dimensions (see Table 2). For example, in the case of pure modes, an edification, such as “The accident was on the ninth of September” (EE), is considered simultaneously informative, acquiescent, and unassuming. A question, such as “Was it a pretty bad car accident?” (QQ), is considered attentive, directive, and unassuming. An advisement, such as “Now turn this way” (AA), is considered informative, directive, and presumptuous. Mixed modes offer more subtle ways of representing microrelationships. For example, “Could you scoot forward a bit?” (QA) is directive in both form and
intent, since both question and advisement are utterances made from the speaker’s own frame of reference. However, this utterance is informative and presumptuous in intent (due to its advisement intent) but attentive and unassuming in form (due to its question form). The microrelationship represented in the mixed mode, “Could you scoot forward a bit?” (QA) is subtly more polite (attentive and unassuming) than its pure-mode counterpart, “Scoot forward a bit” (AA). As another example, consider the exchange (Dr: “Does that hurt?” [QQ] Pt: “Mm-hmm.” [KD]), in which the patient’s nonlexical acknowledgment form in effect uses the physician’s words to convey her own private experience. In role dimension terms, this patient-to-physician microrelationship can be described as attentive and acquiescent in form, but informative and directive in intent.

Importantly, VRM coders do not impressionistically rate global qualities such as attentiveness or presumptuousness directly [1]. Instead, they decide whether each utterance is a disclosure, a question, or one of the other eight VRM categories. Thus, for example, to achieve a characteristic level of attentiveness, a physician must use precise proportions of attentive and informative utterances, one at a time, as the particular interview evolves. Thus, the coding system offers a systematic method of quantifying relationship constructs.

1.4. Role Dimensions in Segments of Medical Interviews

Researchers have described three typical segments of medical interviews: medical history; physical examination; and the conclusion, which includes diagnosis and treatment recommendations [18,22]. Aggregate characterizations based on utterance-by-utterance VRM coding[5] have confirmed a classic picture of interactional styles in medical interviews[16], and have demonstrated that patient and physician VRM role dimensions change systematically through these segments.

Previous VRM studies have demonstrated striking similarities in how these role dimensions are enacted across medical interview settings and even across countries[23]. In the medical history, patients are highly informative as they describe their problems. Physicians are attentive but also direct the conversation by inquiring about the history of the problem and other background data, using questions, which are both attentive and directive (see Table 2). This may prevent unnecessary storytelling but also may limit the full disclosure of patient concerns. Physicians’ failures to facilitate patient disclosure at this point (e.g., by using acknowledgments, which are attentive but not directive; see Table 2) are associated with delayed problem presentation [18].

In the physical examination segment, the physician typically makes direct observations, performs tests, looks for signs, and elicits patient responses to diagnostic procedures[18]. The level of presumption necessary for the examination to take place is unusual for strangers and is usually acceptable only in intimate relationships. To compensate, physicians often employ high levels of attentiveness, and patients cooperate by assuming complementary positions of unassumingness and informativeness. In other words, physicians may balance the presumption that is inherent in a physical exam by being socially polite. During this segment, the physician and patient must also listen attentively to each other— the patient to respond appropriately to the physician’s instructions, and the physician to learn from the patient’s reactions to the physical examination.

In the conclusion segment, the physician typically prescribes treatment; provides explanations; answers questions; and gives instructions for further tests, return visits, referrals, medication dosages, and so forth[18]. Thus, the physician’s directiveness continues. The patient listens attentively to the physician, agrees to follow directions, and occasionally asks questions about the explanations or instructions (a directive posture).

The stability of patient and physician verbal roles within interview segments has some interesting implications for understanding microrelationships. For example, in the medical history segment physicians typically demonstrate attentiveness with 80% of their total utterances [23]. To do this (since no one utterance has an attentiveness “score” of 80%) a physician has to use a rather precise mix of modes. Perhaps this reflects a social sense that roles must be kept in proper balance. It is as if, whenever some sort of subjective running average on a role dimension gets too high or too low (e.g., if physicians becomes too directive or too presumptuous), they use some other kind of utterance to bring their role back into balance. We looked for evidence of this sort of pattern in the passages we studied.

1.5. Present Study

In this study, we took a qualitative, microanalytic approach, seeking a detailed, fine-grained picture of the interaction, in order to understand the previously obtained stable aggregate profiles as they unfolded in the specific verbal acts of a particular interview. This approach was consistent with calls for context-sensitive, intensive analyses in real-world settings[24-26]. Such qualitative analysis requires thorough grounding – linking interpretations to specific observations, such as excerpts from transcripts, so readers can see and understand the basis for the interpretations[27-28].

To summarize, we sought to understand how microrelationships build role dimensions. By examining excerpts from a medical interview, showing in detail how patient and physician negotiated their respective roles, we aimed to contextualize quantitative findings of previous and future VRM research. We demonstrate a new method for studying the sequential development of interaction by examining microrelationships with the VRM system. Although we chose a medical interview for illustrative purposes, our goal was to show how understanding microrelationships could be useful to researchers interested in any form of dyadic, sequential interaction.
2. Method

2.1. Participants and Materials

We selected one interview arbitrarily from a study of eight initial visits to a family practice clinic at an urban teaching medical center[5,29]. In this interview, a 19-year-old Caucasian woman presented with complaints that included dizziness, nosebleeds, and neck pain; she was interviewed by a 39-year-old Caucasian female medical resident. The participants consented to have their interviews used for research.

2.2. Procedure

As part of the earlier project[5], the entire 30-minute interview had been transcribed following VRM transcription requirements[1] and coded according to the VRM system. The coders (the first two authors) had been trained using a computer-based training program and coding manual (Stiles, 1992), and discussed their coding of practice transcripts with the third author before beginning work on the study. Working independently, the two coders agreed on the VRM form of 85% of the utterances and on the VRM intent of 81% of the utterances. Discrepancies between the two coders were discussed and resolved, yielding a final consensus code for each utterance[5].

For the present study, three passages were chosen from the selected interview, one from each segment (medical history, physical examination, and conclusion), on the basis that (a) they represented good examples of the interaction that characterized the respective segments and (b) they were reasonably comprehensible without reference to earlier or later material. Segments were easily distinguished by their content, which explicitly signaled the beginning and end of the physical examination segment. All three authors carefully re-examined and discussed the previously assigned VRM codes in the three selected passages and, by consensus, changed a few codes that appeared, upon reconsideration, to be inaccurate.

Lines of text in the transcript were numbered; the entire 30-minute interview was 538 lines long. The selected passages included about one-third of the entire interview: the medical history comprised lines 1-309 (of which our selected passage comprised lines 38-128), the physical examination comprised lines 310-384 (our selected passage comprised lines 314-352), and the conclusion comprised lines 384-538 (our selected passage comprised lines 494-538). Excerpted passages were located near the beginning of the history and examination segments and the end of the conclusion segment. The relative proportions of utterances spoken by patient and physician in each segment were consistent with previous research on medical interviewing [18].

With the VRM codes in hand, we read and re-read the transcript, considering how each utterance implemented and illustrated the patient’s and physician’s roles. We looked at each utterance with two lenses: we considered how each utterance contributed to the speaker’s role in this interview segment, and we considered how it guided or constrained the other’s role. Our qualitative analysis was conducted over an extended period of time as we explored and elaborated our understanding of the chosen passages.

3. Results

As characterized by VRM role dimensions within the excerpted passages (see Table 3), the physician–patient interaction was broadly similar to the typical relationship observed in all eight interviews in the parent project[5]. This was consistent with our intention to select characteristic passages within each interview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role Dimension</th>
<th>Medical History</th>
<th>Physical Exam</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>Medical History</th>
<th>Physical Exam</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informativeness</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attentiveness</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directiveness</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquiescence</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presumptuousness</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassumingness</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Role Dimension Proportions in Selected Passages and the Mean Proportions of 8 Interviews
Note: The 8-interview means were based on the medical history, physical exam, and conclusion segments, respectively, in the 8 interviews reported by Shaikh et al.[5]. Role dimension proportions were calculated as the mean of form and intent values.

Next, we consider the microrelationships enacted in the entire texts of the three selected passages in order to illustrate how patient and physician roles unfolded. We ask readers to compare their developing global impression of this patient-physician relationship with the incremental modifications specified by the VRM coding. Close attention to microrelationships embodied in participants’ speech acts shows how relationships are built—each question contributed to the physician’s directiveness, attentiveness, and unassumingness; each acknowledgement furthered the patient’s attentiveness, acquiescence, and unassumingness.

3.1. Medical History Passage

To gather information about the patient’s history and background, physicians must attend to what patients report, but they must also be somewhat directive to expedite problem presentation. Physicians must also make some presumptions about the patients’ experiences without alienating them. In other words, physicians need to balance the demands of what they must accomplish with a polite and caring style.

As Table 3 shows, the physician was relatively attentive and directive in the medical history segment, while the patient was complementarily informative and acquiescent. Additionally, as one might expect based on status differences, the physician was more presumptuous than the patient.

The physician’s first utterance attentively acknowledged what had come before without encouraging further elaboration by using a form that was directive (interpretation; see Table 2), while the intent was acquiescent (acknowledgment). Whereas KK (pure acknowledgments such as “mm-hm”) tends to encourage elaboration, IK (evaluative words used to acknowledge, such as “okay” or “right”) tends to truncate it[1]. Her second utterance shifted to being directive in intention (advisement), while maintaining an attentive form (interpretation). Finally, her third utterance seemed to have a subtle directive intent, though we decided this was “off record”, that is, it hinted at a directive to go over the history but did not actually give this instruction[30].

Dr. OK. IK
Um, maybe you could tell me a little bit about why you’re here, IA
and then we can um...go over your health history, CC
health problems.

The patient complied with the physician’s directive by offering personal and situational information (edification intent) describing her car accident. These informative, acquiescent, and unassuming utterances are complementary to the physician’s role.

Pt. (Inaudible). I was in a car accident with, um, with my boyfriend, DE
and he didn’t make it, EE
so I’m, Not coded
I guess they were supposed to keep me (inaudible) DE
in the cars, EE
but they didn’t. I Not coded
I
Dr. First of – EE
Pt. It was the ninth of September. EE

The patient’s edifications presented background information, rather than her symptoms, and the physician sympathetically inquired further. In asking questions, the physician did not presume to know the patient’s experience (unassuming) but showed interest (attentive).

Dr. Was it a pretty bad car accident? QQ
Pt. Mm-hmm. KE
It was in [name of city]. EE

The QQ-KE sequence is a very common one in medical history segments (Stiles, 1996). The physician’s closed question specifically constrained the patient to a narrow range of modes – and hence to particular values on the role dimensions. The patient’s “mm-hm” was an acknowledgment form, but it was informative in intent (conveying the patient’s experience), thus fulfilling a major purpose of history taking.

Next, the physician slightly shifted her role from purely directive to formally acquiescent by briefly reflecting the patient’s interjections. This shift in roles was subtle – a mixed-mode question (RQ) – but served to temper her previous directiveness, perhaps in an effort to seek rapport early in the encounter.

Dr. You were in [name of city]? RQ
Pt. Yeah. KE
Dr. And he died. ER
Pt. Mm-hmm. KE

The physician immediately reassumed a directive role by asking a pure-mode question (QQ), guiding the patient into another QQ-KE sequence. This is an example of the physician interrupting the patient’s illness narrative[31], which is common in medical encounters where physicians must balance competing demands for caring attentiveness against the need to gather relevant information efficiently.

Dr. Was there anyone else in the car? QQ
Pt. No, KE
it was just me and him. EE
The physician’s next pure acknowledgement seemed to encourage the patient to continue her personal disclosures.

Dr. Ah hah,
Pt. And, why I’m here is because they want, my momma says my head,
I’ve been having nosebleeds the last three days. And I’ve been getting dizzy spells, and the back of my neck hurts
Dr. (inaudible)
Pt. ever since the car wreck.

As after the previous QQ-KE sequence, the physician used RQ. The reflection form was acquiescent – responsive to the patient’s focus on subjective, personal experience (pain, dizziness) – but the question intent reasserted the physician’s directiveness, effectively controlling what happened next. The patient responded in a complementary way (KD), and the physician followed up with a pure question. With these questions, the physician limited the patient’s personal disclosures, directing the conversation to observable facts; that is, the question content called for edification intents rather than exploring the patient’s personal distress.

Dr. Ever since the car wreck? RQ
Pt. Mm-hmm. KD
Dr. When you uh, after the accident, did they take you to the hospital? QQ
Pt. Mm-hmm. KE

After the next question-edification sequence, the physician responded by providing a bit of explanation (edification). We speculate that this served to balance the physician’s role, to prevent it from becoming too directive and attentive.

Dr. Did they put a cervical collar on you? QQ
Pt. They put some kind of plastic thing on my neck. EE
Dr. That, yeah, is something to hold your neck still, uh-huh. KK

A similar sequence followed, this time marked by the physician disclosing her underlying intentions in pursuing the issue.

Pt. Then they took it off right away. EE
Dr. Did they take X-rays of, of your neck? QQ
Pt. Mm-hmm, they said there wasn’t nothin’ wrong in spite of having pain. EE
Dr. OK, OK (inaudible), All right, I just wanted to make sure that uh, that those kinds of things are being done, (inaudible) tryin’ to make sure that those things are done.

These informative physician utterances may have freed her to pursue (attentive, directive) questioning, which called for patient (informative) disclosures and edifications.

Dr. OK, and then they told you that your neck was OK? KC
Pt. Mm-hmm. KE
Dr. Did they have any special hurts or special places that were (inaudible) at that time? QQ
Pt. Right, right here [points to back of neck] and then on my back. DD

Dr. Uh-huh, OK, KU Pt. Neck, uh, stitches in my head. UE
Dr. You hit your head too? RQ
Pt. Yeah, they only put, they only butteflyed it, when they were supposed to stitch it up. EE

The physician’s questions tended to constrain the patient’s informative responses to be objective (edification, i.e., shared frame of reference, technically acquiescent) rather than subjective (disclosure, i.e., personal frame of reference, technically directive).

Poor quality of the recording made a few utterances uncodable (UU) in the next sequence, though apparently these were understandable to the participants.

Dr. Did they uh, um...uh (inaudible) and that type of stuff? QQ
Pt. Mm-hmm. KE
Dr. Yeah, uh-huh, yeah, as I say, did they (inaudible)? QQ
Pt. Mm-hmm. KU
Dr. Did they (inaudible) wake you up during the night, and make sure that you were waking up, and that kind of thing? QQ
Pt. Yeah (inaudible) got home at three-thirty in the morning. (inaudible) UE

Dr. Uh-huh. KK
Pt. So when I was in (inaudible). UU
Dr. Uh-huh. KK (inaudible). UU
Oh, uh-huh, OK, good. IK
Before then, how was your health? QQ
Pt. Pretty good. EE
When the patient responded that her health was “pretty good,” the physician used reflection intents while checking an earlier problem with her tonsils. This brief presumptuousness stood out against the history segment’s generally unassuming exchanges.

Dr. I know you had some problems with your tonsils which they yanked out a couple of years ago.
Pt. Mm-hmm.
Dr. It’s the same thing.
Pt. Mm-hmm.
Dr. That’s good.

After checking, the physician returned to questions and acknowledgements, implementing the characteristic attentive and unassuming yet directive physician role during history taking.

Dr. Um where, (inaudible) ask you some other questions about your nose bleeding.
Dr. Did you ever bleed before the (inaudible)?
Pt. [patient shakes head no] (inaudible)
Dr. Have you ever been stuffy, or had a stuffy nose?
Pt. Mm-hmm, like right now.
Dr. You have a stuffy nose right now?
Pt. Mm-hmm.

After several such exchanges, the physician inserted another brief informative episode, using disclosures and edifications to explain her questions. Interestingly, nothing in the patient’s verbal behavior suggested she was seeking additional information or clarification (e.g., the physician’s informativeness was not a response to the patient asking questions). Instead, we speculated, the physician seemed to sense that some information giving was interpersonally necessary to balance her questioning.

Dr. Uh-huh. Do you think you might be coming down with a cold?
Pt. Mm-hmm, yup.
Dr. There’s something going around I think, it’s a bad bug too, so I hope you really don’t have the whole thing. Um, do you pick that, at your nose?
Pt. Uh-uh.
Dr. You never did, and you don’t now? Sometimes that can initiate some bleeding that’s why I ask that.
Pt. (inaudible)

Following this brief physician informativeness, the primary question-and-answer pattern continued (directive-attentive physician, acquiescent-informative patient). Note that in the next exchange, the patient was subtly more directive through her use of disclosures, saying she didn’t know or couldn’t remember, rather than acquiescing by actually answering the questions.

Dr. How did you stop it?
Pt. By getting a wet washcloth and putting it on the back of my neck, and holding my neck back and lying down.
Dr. Uh-huh, how long did it take to stop?
Pt. Oh, maybe four or five minutes, I don’t remember.
Dr. What made it start?
Pt. I don’t know.
Dr. Heat, or did you bend down?
Pt. Oh, I blew my nose!

At the end of the selected passage, for the second time within the excerpt, the physician inserted a presumptuous sequence, reflecting what the patient had conveyed. As part of this sequence the physician used IK and a simple evaluative interpretation (EI), serving to truncate the exchange about the nosebleed.

Dr. You blew your nose, OK, and it started bleeding. OK, that’s fine.

3.2 Physical Examination Passage

The relatively high levels of presumptuousness and directiveness required to perform a physical examination – verbal as well as physical – demand clear markers of when it begins and ends. It also requires culturally sanctioned acceptance of such behavior by the patient. Presumably its social impact is buffered by the concomitant attentive focus on the patients’ experiences. Patients typically focus on their own experiences (see Table 3). The selected passage, essentially the start of the examination, began with the physician’s unassuming utterances whose content signaled the transition. Her first presumptuous advisement intent was softened by its unassuming question form.

Dr. Well, I thought I’d examine your head over here, because you’re going to be too tall for me over there, I can see that already.
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Dr. All right, IK
    can you bend your neck this way? QA

The patient responded in complementary informative ways. Although the physician maintained her attentive directiveness, the reflection intent of the repetition added to the presumptuousness.

Pt. That hurts right there. ED
Dr. That hurts right here. ER
Pt. Mm-hmm. KC
Dr. OK, IK
does it hurt anywhere else if I push? QQ
Pt. It hurts right here. ED

When the patient indicated she experienced some pain, the physician checked (KQ) and quickly offered an apology (DD), which served to briefly reveal her own internal state. The patient’s ED response was formally acquiescent but technically directive in intent, understandable as subtly influencing the exam’s course (i.e., conveying what would be painful).

Dr. Hm? KQ
I’m sorry. DD
Pt. Over here. ED

The physician deferred by becoming complementarily acquiescent, using acknowledgments and mixed-mode reflections.

Dr. Oh, KK
it hurts over here. ER
But it also hurts at this spot, ER
Tenderness ER
Pt. Mm-hmm KC
Dr. when I press right here. continuation

The physician resumed her directive role by using a string of pure-mode questions. However, she punctuated those questions with acknowledgments, which seemed to balance the relational impact of the physician’s directiveness with attentive acquiescence.

Pt. Mm-hmm. KD
Next, the physician added advisements to her question-and-acknowledge pattern, which increased her directiveness and presumptuousness. Technically, she imposed examination procedures on the patient, while the patient remained compliantly unassuming by responding (partly nonverbally) and answering the questions.

Dr. OK, IK
now turn this way, AA
does that hurt? QQ
Pt. Mm-hmm. KD
Dr. No? QQ
Turn this way, AA
does that hurt? QQ
Pt. Mm-hmm. KD

Again, the physician responded to the patient’s report of pain with an empathic reflection (ER – attentive, acquiescent, but presumptuous in intent), and by interspersing truncating acknowledgements (IK). The patient’s mixed modes with disclosure intent (ED, KD) were formally acquiescent but intentionally directive, which asserted her own subjective frame of reference.

Dr. That hurts, ER
now where does that hurt, that now the big hurt, QQ
Dr. where does that hurt? QQ
Pt. Right there. ED
Dr. Right IK
Pt. Hurts right here. ED
Dr. Right here? RQ
Pt. Mm-hmm. KD
Dr. OK. IK
Pt. (inaudible). UU

In the following sequence, the physician used a question form to temper the presumptuousness of her advisement intent (QA). During her examination of the patient’s back, she used IK responses, seemingly to signal that each physical probe had been completed. The patient’s compliance was largely nonverbal. The physician’s two disclosures gave information about her intentions.

Dr. OK, IK
could you scoot forward just a bit? QA
[Checks patient’s back]
Mmm, IK
OK, IK
sit right up here. AA
I’m gonna stand on this thing. DD
(inaudible) a disadvantage, UU,
3.3 Conclusion Passage

In the conclusion segment, physicians must efficiently communicate a great deal of information to patients in a way that promotes patients’ compliance. To produce the role dimension proportions shown in Table 3, this physician followed the typical pattern of shifting to much greater informativeness as she described the results of the examination. In response, the patient was much more attentive, listening to and acknowledging diagnostic information and medical instructions. The physician was still directive and presumptuous as she specified what the patient’s behavior and experience should be. As is typical, the physician talked more than the patient.

At the beginning of our selected passage, the physician proposed that the patient have an X-ray done on her neck. Although this hinted at a directive (off-record advisement; see [30]), her utterances were technically unassuming – disclosing and describing a plan. This softer phrasing may have reflected the physician’s attempt to get the patient to comply. (See [1], p. 116, for a technical discussion of coding evaluative words such as the “okays” at the end of this section.)

After providing these instructions, the physician again elicited the patient’s agreement with her instructions (confirmation) by adding a tag question. The relational effect of providing the question and subsequent rationale for the advice she gave further attenuated the presumptuousness of her advisements.

The patient next appeared to shift to an informative position by referring to a lawsuit, presumably related to the neck injury she suffered in the car accident. Unfortunately, these utterances were mostly inaudible and uncodable. In any case, this bid for a new topic was unsuccessful; the physician disregarded the patient’s interjection, and instead resumed providing instructions about neck relaxation.

Echoing an earlier-noted stratagem, the physician used unassuming disclosures and edifications to convey off-record directives – describing her intention to prescribe medications without (presumptuously) ordering the patient to take them. The patient’s pure acknowledgments conveyed receipt but did not formally agree to comply with the regimen.
Remember we thought it wouldn’t be pills, RR
Pt.
Mmm
KK
Dr.
Mm-hmm.
KK
Pt.
So um, the pill will be a Motrin,
EE
Dr.
it might be a lot of things.
EE
Pt.
Mmm
KK

When the physician summarized with a pure advisement, the patient’s “mm-hmm” again merely acknowledged the information rather than agreeing to comply with the directive (which would have been coded IC).

Dr.
and you’ll take one tablet for, um, three times a day.
AA
Pt.
Mmm
KK
Dr.
And, um, and then the other part is, I’m going to give you a request, a referral form to take to the therapist.
DD
Pt.
Mmm
DD

Winding up the interview, the physician made four consecutive pure-mode advisements (directive, presumptuous). The patient again merely acknowledged the instructions (unassuming and acquiescent, but attentive rather than informative about her own intentions). The physician might have elicited greater evidence of patient commitment if she had asked questions rather than using advisements.

Dr.
Check with your insurance company, if they’re going to pick up the bill,
AA
make an appointment
AA
and follow through with the form.
AA
Dr.
If they’re not, you’ll have to decide for yourself whether or not you want to pay for it.
AA
Pt.
Hmmm.
KK

Interestingly, as the interview ended, the patient finally asked what might have been a question. Although it was inaudible and uncodable, we hypothesized it may have been a question about the recording of the interview for research. However, the physician did not know the answer, and the interview ended.

Dr.
OK,
IK
so let me get, go out and take care of those things.
AD
Pt.
(inaudible) stop taping.
UU
Dr.
I have no idea actually. [End of interview].
DU

4. Discussion

VRM research has most often been used to provide global, quantitative assessments of communication, but as our analysis reveals, it also has the capacity to provide qualitative microlevel analysis of interactions. Examining microrelationships with the VRM system offers a way for communication scholars to study the sequential development of interaction. It also constitutes a practical way to bridge the gap between quantitative and qualitative research methodologies.

Our analysis of microrelationships in this medical interview revealed that the participants’ sequencing of modes seemed to reflect their attempts to balance each segment’s task demands with interpersonal demands. For example, in the selected medical history passage, the physician balanced her information seeking by periodically inserting explanations, and she tempered her presumptuous advisements by phrasing them in unassuming forms or interspersing them with reflections or questions that checked on the patient’s interpersonal condition. That is, she seemed to shift her position systematically as she attempted to balance history-taking – attentively focusing on patient data and directly keeping the conversation on topic – with (brief) indications of interpersonal sensitivity and care by occasionally offering reasons for her line of inquiry (edifications) or disclosing her intentions. Interestingly, the patient showed little shifting in her role. Her personal disclosures at the beginning and end of the segment were met by (directive) questions that returned the conversation to the physician’s idea of the proper topic. For the most part, the patient remained acquiescent throughout the whole interview.

As the interview proceeded and her tasks changed, the physician’s position shifted along the attentive-informative dimension. She was highly attentive in the medical history (gathering information), relatively balanced in the examination (instructing the patient in the procedures but attending to the responses), and informative in the conclusion (prescribing and explaining). Yet within each segment, there was some interplay (explaining in the history; acknowledging pain in the examination; listening in the conclusion), perhaps to lubricate a relationship that needed some human connection or cordiality to succeed at the medical task of diagnosis and treatment.

The presumptuousness necessary for conducting the physical exam and the conclusion segments seemed to prompt the physician to attenuate it at times. For example, she softened the impact of her presumptuous intents by using unassuming forms (e.g., QA, ER). Her efforts at attenuating presumptuousness seemed spread across each segment, as if the physician was seeking to keep the interaction from getting out of balance. For example, perhaps to encourage patient compliance with her prescriptions in the conclusion segment, the physician balanced the presumptuousness and directiveness of her advisements by asking “tag” questions and providing edifications and disclosures (primarily as explanations for her instructions). Social norms typically allow close concordance of presumptuousness among social equals[13]. Although physicians are allowed great latitude,
they must acknowledge patients’ standing to some degree. Toward the end of the interaction, the physician (perhaps feeling that she had presumed too much) briefly shifted from advice giving to disclosures. Interestingly in this regard, the patient did not confirm that the physician’s instructions would be followed.

This patient (like patients in medical interviews generally) exhibited high levels of acquiescence and unassumingness, and examination of the microrelationships indicated some of the processes by which this position was maintained. The patient’s early attempts to disclose personal information in the medical history was countered by the physician’s immediate directive to focus on the facts. This pattern is consistent with observations by other researchers that physicians tend to discourage patient attempts to discuss personal and social issues by interrupting, de-emphasizing, or changing the topic [e.g., 32-34], contrary to suggestions that humane and effective care depends on strengthening the patient’s voice[16].

Studying microrelationships may contribute to understanding interpersonal problems more commonly identified at the macrorelationship level. For example, in medical interviewing, physician dominance (i.e., presumptuousness and directiveness) is linked to reduced patient satisfaction (see review by Kiesler & Auerbach[20]), a greater likelihood of malpractice claims[35] and lower treatment compliance, which usually results in poorer treatment outcomes (see [18] for review). Although less patient participation in medical interviews is associated with poorer outcome, patient participation in medical interviews can be increased by both physician and patient interventions[19,36].

We suggest that an understanding of how microrelationships build macrorelationships could enable speakers to negotiate a balance for their desired goals. For example, physicians could adjust their utterances to strike the appropriate balance between getting the patient to disclose enough information while still keeping the interview focused. Similarly conflicting pressures, with similar demands for balance, undoubtedly exist in other communication contexts such as intimate interpersonal relationships, impression management by politicians, and classroom teaching (e.g., conveying difficult information versus maintaining strong rapport). The efforts at balance may need to be appropriately timed to be effective, though we cannot specify what external or internal cues might determine interactants’ choice of which form and intent to use.

5. Conclusion

This analytic approach offers a strategy for understanding how verbal behavior at the utterance level contributes to the larger context of interaction in a multitude of other relational contexts beyond medical interviewing. Analyses of this type can investigate ways to improve communication in relationships, and future research could be used to address specific questions in this regard. For example, is patient passivity spontaneous, or is it prompted or maintained by physician behavior? How do speech acts impact relationship satisfaction? How do writers represent relationships in various media? Microrelationships derived from VRM coding can objectively describe the patterns in communication observed in any such context. The VRM system thus offers both a theoretical framework and an empirically validated way to quantitatively describe how verbal behavior at the microlevel impacts the macrolevel of relationships. We suggest that the depth offered by this link adds both flexibility and objectivity to the study of relational aspects of interpersonal communication.

Endnote Transcription of the medical interview used in this analysis included standard orthography and punctuation, with careful attention to including non-lexical acknowledgments (e.g., mm-hm).
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